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Abstract. We present an evaluation of the Writing Pal (W-Pal) intelligent tutoring system (ITS) and the W-Pal automated writing evaluation (AWE) system
through the use of computational indices related to text cohesion. Sixty-four
students participated in this study. Each student was assigned to either the WPal ITS condition or the W-Pal AWE condition. The W-Pal ITS includes strategy instruction, game-based practice, and essay-based practice with automated
feedback. In the ITS condition, students received strategy training and wrote
and revised one essay in each of the 8 training sessions. In the AWE condition,
students only interacted with the essay writing and feedback tools. These students wrote and revised two essays in each of the 8 sessions. Indices of local
and global cohesion reported by the computational tools Coh-Metrix and the
Writing Assessment Tool (WAT) were used to investigate pretest and posttest
writing gains. For both the ITS and the AWE systems, training led to the
increased use of global cohesion features in essay writing. This study demonstrates that automated indices of text cohesion can be used to evaluate the
effects of ITSs and AWE systems and further demonstrates how text cohesion
develops as a result of instruction, writing, and automated feedback.
Keywords: Cohesion, Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Natural Language
Processing, Corpus Linguistics, Computational Linguistics, Writing Pedagogy.

1

Introduction

For many students, developing writing proficiency is a challenging [1] yet crucial
aspect of academic and professional success [2]. To facilitate such writing development, research has emphasized both the teaching of writing strategies [3] and providing students with formative feedback on how to improve writing [4]. For example,
local and global cohesion are key linguistic properties of a text that may contribute to
the readability and coherence of a text [5-6]. Knowing this, composition instructors
might teach students strategies for building cohesion and might offer feedback about
“awkward transitions” or “non sequiturs” (i.e., cohesion breaks) in students’ written
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work. Such pedagogical principles for strategy instruction and feedback can also be
implemented within computer-based technologies for writing instruction, such as
intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) and automated writing evaluation (AWE) systems.
The Writing Pal (W-Pal) [7] tutoring system offers strategy instruction and gamebased practice across multiple aspects of the writing process. W-Pal also allows students to author original prompt-based essays, which are scored and receive feedback
guided by natural language processing (NLP) algorithms.
In W-Pal, and related computer-based systems for writing instruction, automated
assessment is a fundamental ingredient of success. NLP algorithms are necessary to
detect or diagnose particular strategies or writing errors, such as students’ use or
omission of cohesive cues. Likewise, algorithms inform the assessment of students’
overall writing proficiency or growth. In this study, our goal is to investigate
automated indices of cohesion as potential measures of writing growth. This investigation occurs within the context of W-Pal, and uses a variety of automated features of
cohesion found in the computational tools Coh-Metrix [8] and the Writing
Assessment Tool (WAT) [9]. We specifically examine indices of local cohesion (i.e.,
connections between smaller text elements, such as sentences) and global cohesion
(i.e., connections between larger text elements, such as paragraphs). These indices are
employed to contrast writing development across two groups of writers. One group
interacted with the complete W-Pal ITS, including strategy instruction, game-based
practice, and essay-based practice with automated feedback. A second group used
only the essay-based practice and feedback components of W-Pal, but wrote twice as
many essays. Our hypothesis is that interacting with the complete W-Pal ITS will lead
to the increased use of cohesive devices in student writing over time.
1.1

Cohesion

Cohesion refers to the presence or absence of explicit cues in the text that allow the
reader to make connections between the ideas in the text. Cohesion is contrasted with
coherence, which refers to the understanding that the reader derives from the text.
This coherence may be dependent on a number of factors, including linguistic features, background knowledge, and reading skill [10]. Pedagogically, text cohesion is a
common theme in writing research [5] and textbooks [6]. Pedagogical perspectives
promote the idea that the use of cohesive features in essays increases writing quality.
However, empirical support for such assumptions has been mixed.
In two studies, Crossley and McNamara [11-12] investigated the degree to which
analytical rubric scores of essay quality (e.g., essay coherence, strength of thesis)
predicted holistic essay scores. Results of both studies found that human judgments of
text coherence were the most informative predictors of human judgments of essay
quality. However, neither of the studies found strong correlations between computational indices of local cohesion (e.g., indices of causal cohesion, spatial cohesion,
temporal cohesion, connectives, and word overlap) and human judgments of text coherence. Crossley and McNamara [12], however, found that automated indices of
global cohesion (LSA vector between paragraphs) correlated strongly with human
judgments of coherence in essays. These studies suggest that local cohesive devices
may not underlie the development of coherent textual representations of essay quality,
but that global cohesive devices may contribute.
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As measures of writing proficiency rather than text coherence, there are some
indications that cohesion features are important in predicting human judgments of
essay quality. McNamara et al. [9] found that a cohesion feature related to given
information was positively predictive of essay quality. For counterexamples,
however, see [13-14], and [9], which demonstrated that cohesion features may not
correlate with human ratings or may correlate negatively with such judgments.
1.2

Automated Writing Evaluation

AWE systems provide opportunities for students to practice writing and receive holistic scores and feedback (i.e., deliberate practice) in the absence of a teacher. Deliberate practice is an important aspect of writing development. Like trained musicians
and athletes, writers gain from extended practice [15-16] because such practice
promotes self-regulation of planning, text generation, and reviewing [16]. However,
deliberate practice also requires timely and relevant feedback. In writing instruction,
such feedback may be provided by AWE systems, which reduce burdens placed on
instructors and offer writers more opportunities to practice writing [17]. The
algorithms that underlie AWE systems generally provide accurate scores to users,
reporting perfect agreement of 30-60% and adjacent agreement of 85-99% [9, 18].
AWE systems have been critiqued for a variety of reasons. For instance, the
scoring reliability of many AWE systems has recently been criticized [18], as has the
potential for AWE systems to overlook infrequent writing problems that, while rare
for a majority of writers, may be frequent to an individual writer. Such errors will
likely not be assessed in an AWE system. Lastly, AWE systems have been criticized
for depending on summative feedback at the expense of formative feedback [19].
1.3

The Writing Pal

ITSs that focus on teaching writing strategies adopt a pedagogical focus and are an
alternative to strict AWE systems, although they often include AWE systems. W-Pal
[7] is an ITS that adopts such a pedagogical focus. Unlike an AWE system that would
focus only on essay practice with some supportive instruction, W-Pal emphasizes
strategy instruction and targeted strategy practice prior to whole-essay practice.
This strategy instruction is intended to facilitate task performance and accelerate skill
acquisition and the acquisition of learning strategies, all of which are effective at
improving student writing, particularly for adolescent writers [3].
W-Pal teaches writing strategies that cover three phases of the writing process.
Each of the writing phases is subdivided into instructional modules: Freewriting and
Planning (prewriting phase); Introduction Building, Body Building, and Conclusion
Building (drafting phase); and Paraphrasing, Cohesion Building, and Revising (revising phase). An important component of W-Pal is that it incorporates a suite of games
that target specific strategies. The games allow students to practice the strategies in
isolation before applying the strategies to the essay writing process. The essay writing
component of the system allows students to compose essays and then provides
holistic scores and automated, formative feedback based on natural language input.
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This feedback depends on the W-Pal AWE system, which focuses on strategies taught
in the W-Pal lessons (including cohesion strategies). Thus, within W-Pal, students
first view lessons that teach individual strategies; they then practice these strategies
via games; lastly, they write practice essays for each of the modules and receive
automated feedback from the AWE system on the quality of these essays.

2

Methodology

We collected writing data from two groups of students. The first group interacted with
the full W-Pal system described above. The second group wrote and revised essays
based only on feedback from the W-Pal AWE system. Both groups wrote pretest and
posttest essays. We selected the W-Pal AWE system as a comparison to the full WPal system because the AWE system best represents the type of standard practice
common in computer-based writing instruction (i.e., students write an essay, receive
feedback, and revise the essay). Thus, in this study, we are comparing the benefits of
explicit strategy instruction and targeted strategy practice (via games) combined with
essay writing to standard computer-based writing instruction.
2.1

Participants

Participants include 64 high school students from the metro Phoenix area. Students
ranged in age from 14 to 19 (M = 15.9, SD = 1.3) and ranged in grade level from 9 to
12 (M = 10.2, SD = 1.0). The students participated in one of two conditions: the
W-Pal condition (n = 33) or the AWE condition (n = 31). Twenty-seven of the
participants self-identified as English Language Learners (ELLs). The remaining
participants self-identified as native speakers of English (NS). In the W-Pal condition,
23 participants self-identified as NSs and 10 self-identified as ELLs. In the AWE
condition, 14 participants self-identified as NSs and 17 self-identified as ELLs.
2.2

Procedures

Students attended 10 sessions (1 session/day) over a 2-4 week period. Participants
wrote a pretest essay during the first session and a posttest essay during the last session. The essays were written on two counterbalanced prompts (i.e., the value of
competition/cooperation; the effects of images/impressions). Sessions 2-9 were devoted to training. The students in the W-Pal condition used the full W-Pal. The students in the AWE condition interacted only with the essay writing and automated
feedback tools in W-Pal. Thus, a major contrast between the two groups is the number
of essays written. Participants in the W-Pal group wrote and received feedback on 8
essays, whereas students in the AWE condition wrote and received feedback on 16
essays (i.e., more essay practice). Time on task in the two conditions was equivalent.
2.3

Corpus and Scoring

The final corpus of essays used in this analysis comprised 128 pretest and posttest
essays written by the 64 participants. Descriptive corpus statistics are presented in
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Table 1. The essays were scored using the automated scoring algorithm implemented
within the W-Pal AWE system. The scoring algorithm assesses essay quality using a
combination of computational linguistics and statistical modeling as discussed in [20].
Briefly, the algorithm initially partitions essays into low and high proficiency bins
based on number of words and paragraphs thresholds. In subsequent stages, the model
presumes that essays that meet and do not meet these thresholds can be characterized
by different linguistic features related to lexical sophistication, syntactic complexity,
cohesion, semantic categories, and rhetorical elements. Following the initial partition,
a number of machine learning algorithms are calculated separately for each group.
Each of these algorithms are assigned low proficiency essays a score of 1, 2, or 3 and
high proficiency essays a score of 3, 4, 5, or 6.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for essay corpus: M (SD)

Paragraphs
3.594 (1.359)
2.4

Sentences
21.016 (8.444)

Words
387.211 (129.932)

Selected Cohesion Indices

We selected a number of local-level cohesion indices (i.e., argument overlap, verb
overlap, incidence of and, and incidence of all connectives) and global-level cohesion
indices (i.e., givenness and incidence of conjuncts) from Coh-Metrix. We also selected newly developed automated indices of global cohesion from the WAT that
were created specifically for assessing writing quality. These indices assess cohesion
at the paragraph level.
Argument Overlap. Argument overlap refers to the extent to which arguments (nouns,
pronouns, and noun phrases) overlap between sentences. Coh-Metrix measures argument
overlap between adjacent sentences.
Verb Cohesion. The WAT calculates verb overlap using LSA by computing the
average cosine between verbs in adjacent sentences. This index is indicative of the
extent to which verbs are repeated across sentences.
Givenness. Given information is information that is recoverable from the preceding
discourse. Coh-Metrix calculates text givenness using perpendicular and parallel
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) vectors [21]. Givenness is computed across a text.
Connectives. Connectives make the relationships among clauses and sentences more
explicit. Coh-Metrix assesses negative, positive, additive, temporal, and causal connectives along with conjuncts. These indices are combined into an overall count of
connectives. We also include two individual connective scores: incidence of and and
incidence of conjuncts (e.g., however and in addition).
Paragraph Cohesion. The WAT measures paragraph cohesion by computing semantic
overlap between paragraph types (initial to middle, middle to final, and initial to final).
These indices use LSA vectors to compare paragraph types.
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2.5

Statistical Analysis

To assess potential differences in prior writing proficiency between NS and ELL participants and between the randomly assigned W-Pal and AWE conditions, we first
conducted t-tests to compare the automated essay scores at pretest. We also compared
scores for the two prompts to ensure that prompt-based effects did not exist. Finally,
to assess differences between the pretest and posttest essays for each condition, we
conducted mixed-factor analyses of variance (ANOVA) for the selected cohesion
indices. We included condition (W-Pal or AWE) as a between-subjects factor.

3

Results

3.1

Differences between NSs and ELL Participants

There was no statistical difference in writing quality as measured by the scoring
algorithm between ELL (M = 2.593, SD = .931) and NS participants (M = 2.351, SD =
.887), (t = 1.051, df = 62, p = .297). This finding indicates that the NS and ELL
participants were of equal writing proficiency at the pretest.
3.2

Differences between Conditions

There was no statistical difference in pretest writing quality for the participants in the
W-Pal (M = 2.488, SD = 1.064) and the AWE condition (M = 2.419, SD = .721), (t =
.286, df = 62, p = .775). This finding indicates that the writers in both conditions were
of equal writing proficiency at the pretest.
3.3

Differences between Prompts

There was no statistical difference between the writing prompts Images (M = 2.778,
SD = .906) and Competition (M = 2.635, SD = 1.222) for all the essays in the corpus,
(t = .894, df = 62, p = .375). This finding indicates that there were no prompt-based
writing effects for the assigned scores.
3.4

Repeated-Measures ANOVAs for Cohesion Features

There was a significant main effect of test for the following cohesion features:
incidence of conjuncts, incidence of ands, LSA givenness, LSA middle to middle
paragraphs, and LSA middle to final paragraphs. No significant effects were reported
for connectives, argument overlap, verb overlap, LSA initial to middle paragraph, and
LSA initial to final paragraph (see Table 2 for ANOVA results). These results
indicate that participants produced essays that exhibited increased local and global
cohesion in the posttest as compared to the pretest (see Table 1 for mean scores in the
pretest and posttest). No linguistic features showed a significant interaction between
test and condition. These results indicate that the two modes of instruction and
practice were equally effective for developing cohesion.
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Table 2. Mean (SD) and F for cohesion indices

Local indices
Ands
All connectives
Argument overlap
Verb overlap

Pretest
0.987 (0.557)
96.961 (19.894)
0.533 (0.179)
0.107 (0.039)

Posttest
1.232 (0.855)
98.145 (17.872)
0.497 (0.184)
0.113 (0.035)

Global indices
Pretest
Posttest
0.344 (0.287)
0.519 (0.369)
Conjuncts
0.313 (0.043)
0.336 (0.046)
LSA givenness
LSA I-to-M
0.051 (0.245)
0.166 (0.431)
LSA I-to-F
0.124 (0.311)
0.196 (0.029)
0.090 (0.436)
0.281 (0.519)
LSA M-to-M
0.097 (0.422)
0.309 (0.605)
LSA M-to-F
Note: I = initial paragraph, M = middle paragraph, F = final paragraph
* p < .050, ** p < .001

4

F
5.147*
0.199
2.410
1.396
F
12.513**
12.292**
2.879
1.829
5.257*
4.742*

Discussion

We present an evaluation of the W-Pal ITS through the use of computational indices
related to text cohesion. This study demonstrates that automated indices of text
cohesion can be used to assess the effects of writing instruction. For both the ITS and
the AWE systems, student interaction led to increased use of cohesion features in
essay writing. Thus, the use of both the W-Pal ITS and the W-Pal AWE systems can
promote writing development, at least with respect to certain cohesive devices.
The students who took part in the W-Pal and the AWE condition demonstrated
growth in a variety of cohesion features, including the use of conjuncts, the use of
and, the increase in given information, and greater semantic overlap between middle
paragraphs, and middle and final paragraphs. These findings demonstrate that a mixture of writing instruction, game play, and automated feedback as found in the W-Pal
condition led to an increased use of some cohesion features from the pretest to the
posttest writing samples. These findings also indicate that intensive writing practice
coupled with automated feedback, as found in the AWE condition, also leads to
greater production of some cohesion features.
Overall, we found no differences in cohesion scores between the two conditions
even though the students in W-Pal condition wrote and revised half as many essays as
the essay writing condition. Thus, students who received a mix of writing instruction,
practice games, and essay practice with feedback showed similar gains in automated
cohesion scores as students who only wrote and revised essays with feedback. Studies
have demonstrated that essay-based practice is effective in training writers to increase
writing skills [15-16]. However, such practice may be highly repetitive and lower
student motivation [20]. The findings from this study suggest that a successful alternative to repetitive essay-based practice is the use of a writing ITS such as W-Pal.
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Unlike an AWE system, an ITS provides students not only with the opportunity to
practice writing and receive feedback, but also with opportunities to learn writing
strategies and play educational games. This mix of options appears to lead to similar
gains in cohesion scores as repetitive essay-based practice alone.
The automated cohesion features that demonstrated development over the course of
the study are generally related to global cohesion. Thus, students in W-Pal and the
W-Pal AWE system seemed to develop more global elements of text organization
(excluding the increase in the use of and) making connections between larger text
segments. For instance, conjuncts can not only be used to connect sentences, but also
paragraphs. Conjuncts can also be used to provide global organization through enumeration (i.e., first, second, third) and summarizing (to sum up). Givenness provides
information about the use of new and old information across a text. Lastly, our
paragraph cohesion indices measure semantic similarity at the global level. Previous
research [12] has reported correlations between global cohesion indices and human
judgments of text coherence. Such findings along with those reported here suggest
that writers working within the W-Pal ITS and AWE systems may begin to develop
texts that are more globally coherent. Since indices of global coherence are also
linked to essay quality [12], their use may lead to better quality essays.
The majority of the indices that did not demonstrate significant change from pretest
to posttest measured local cohesion (e.g., general connectives and argument and verb
overlap between adjacent sentences). This finding suggests that writers using W-Pal
or the W-Pal AWE system do not focus on developing connections between smaller
elements of text (i.e., local cohesion). The exceptions were the paragraph cohesion
measures that involve the initial paragraphs. Initial paragraphs generally include many
textual functions such as an introduction, a claim, and arguments. Thus, initial paragraphs may not overlap strongly with body and conclusion paragraphs because of the
number and variety of the textual functions they contain. However, body paragraphs
should be semantically related in that they develop similar themes. In addition, conclusion paragraphs should demonstrate greater semantic overlap with body paragraphs
because they should include a summary of the body paragraphs.
In general, these findings support earlier research, which has suggested that indices
of local cohesion were not significant predictors of essay quality [10], but that indices
of global cohesion were [11]. Thus, as writers develop and essay quality increases, we
should expect to see a greater development and use of global cohesion in essays, but
not in local cohesion.

5

Conclusion

Overall, this study demonstrates how computational indices of cohesion can be used
to evaluate ITS and AWE systems. In addition, this study demonstrates how such
indices can be used to assess student writing in terms of the development and use of
local and global cohesion in essays. Such evaluations can help explain the efficacy of
ITSs as compared to AWE systems and help to examine writing development in
adolescent learners. In this study, we find that ITS systems are as effective as AWE
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systems in terms of the development of cohesion strategies even when users of the
AWE systems write twice as many essays. We also find that the majority of global
cohesion indices show gains between pretest and posttest writing whereas the majority of local cohesion indices do not.
While these findings suggest positive effects of both the W-Pal and the AWE system on writing, additional studies are needed to demonstrate equivalence between the
two approaches. Such studies will require a comprehensive investigation of all aspects
of the two systems and their effects of writing quality, writing development, system
engagement, and participant motivation (to name but a few aspects).
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